A VISIT TO GLORES IN BAFOUSSAM BY CAMGEW
5th of October 2015
Requested by: Michael Thomas of Future In Our Hands - Uk

Objective





Assess the progress of work in the GLORES CENTRE Contruction site
Discuss challenges of GLORES
Determine the date when GLORES will come for exchange visit to CAMGEW
Discuss on procedure to apply for a service car for GLORES

Time
CAMGEW through Wirsiy Emmanuel and Sevidzem Ernestine left for Bafoussam to visit Dr Wirngo
Alfred of GLORES on the 5th of October 2015 at 9 am from Bamenda and arrived Bafoussam at
11;30 am because of bad roads.
Methodology
We arrived the GLORES office and prepared a programme of work. The visit started with
movement round the various departments of GLORES. We then moved to the GLORES Centre
contruction site using CAMGEW car. After working there, Emmanuel and Alfred had a working
session to close closely at construction activities, possibility of completion of work, means of
mobility for GLORES and possibility of exchange visit.
Activities





CAMGEW staff visited all the offices and activities of GLORES in the GLORES office
CAMGEW and GLorES move to the GLORES Centre construction site. This visit was done
together with technicians to do the work. Alfred told us that the technicians will do the
work with the assistance of volunteers who are beneficiaries (parents and guardians of
patients). I did ask Alfred to call the technicians for us to reflect together on how to
proceed with work. There, ALFRED told us that the small two room house constructed to
serve as packing store for material collapsed 2 days ago after continuous rain fall and heavy
wind storm. With the technician and Alfred we discussed what must have happened and
what lesons must have been learned. We saw that the house was poorly built with poor
mixture of sand and cement. The builder promised to redo the work on his cost. We also
discovered that the wind blowing from down upward was too strong and needed wind
breaks. It was agreed that Alfred should plant some fast growing trees to rescue the
situation. Alfred said this was to be done the next day. The technicians that came were
different from the ones that constructed the collapsed house. These ones looked more
professional.
The bricks for the house were still to be moulded this dry season starting from November.
It was agreed that bricks made out of soil be used. The bricks were to be constructed on
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site because the soil is good for bricks. We deliberated on how to get water to the
construction site. The government was still putting water pipes around the road close to
the site but it was not clear when the water will start flowing. There was a small spring that
is always available in the dry season and we assessed and saw that the water from the
spring was small. We also looked at possibility of digging a well to get water but saw that
the area was too rocky with high possibility of meeting a big rock before getting to see
water. We also thought of pumping water from the river down in the valley to the
construction site but saw that this was costly in pipes to connect the water, in fuel for the
pump and in buying the pump. We thought of getting a land down beside the river to
mould bricks and pay students during holidays like Christmas holidays to carry the blocks
up to the site and saw that the hill was too steep for somebody to climb. We finally agreed
that the spring will be used but Alfred will buy 10 containers of 20 Litres each and use them
to carry additional water using his small vehicle every day for use in brick moulding and
construction. Renting a car to do this work is costly.
In terms of construction Alfred and technicians agreed that the centre has to be
constructed to be solid since it will be beside a heavily used road by huge trucks. He said he
hope that the house should be constructed and roofed before January.
Alfred told me he has 5000 pounds at hand to start the work. He says he need an
additional 10000 pounds to finish the work. This does not involve the fence construction
and I saw the fence very important.
Discussing with Alfred and from the reality he need a good secretary to handle finances,
secretariat duties and communication
We also agreed that Alfred will come to Oku for exchange visit when he comes we will use
the opportunity to work on the GLORES MIVA car project. The visit will involve radio
programme to advertise and sentise community on GLORES activities. Alfred could do
consultation of his target group who needs help and could later be taken to GLORES
Bafoussam for further treatment
I did admire Alfred’s work. I have a soft spot for it. I pray God bless him and give him
energy to do this work and take care of his children
We left GLORES at 4:30 am with satisfaction.

Report prepared by
WIRSIY EMMANUEL BINYUY
Director of CAMGEW
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